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Statement of the Problem: Information about the crystalline structure of methadone hydrochloride (MDN) is historical and based on the use of light microscopy, which is limited because it cannot analyse 3D objects or provide comprehensive information about crystal dimensions.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to develop new microscopic techniques, using the CM and SEM, to characterise MDN crystals and to standardise their detection and measurement.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: MDN was crystallised using two different solvents, warm rhodamine solution (0.0001% g/mL) and warm HPLC grade water. Seven slides were prepared using MDN-rhodamine and MDN-water solutions for CM and SEM work respectively. For each test, six crystals were observed from each slide (n=42 crystals). For dimensional measurements, top and vertical views were observed using SEM, while a Z-stack technique was used in CM.

Findings: CM and SEM images showed diamond shaped MDN crystals. Independent samples t-test between SEM and CM readings of crystals dimensions showed significant differences regarding crystals length (t (82)=5.14, p<0.05) and width (t (82)=4.72, p<0.05). SEM measurements revealed a longer crystal (mean 46.4±15.2 µm) than CM measurement (32±8.3 µm). SEM width measurements were significantly greater (mean 28.03±8.2 µm) than CM readings (20.85±5.5 µm). Mann-Whitney U Test showed significant differences in MDN crystals thickness when measured by SEM and confocal microscopy (U=1283, p<0.05); SEM exhibited significantly thinner crystals (6.62±2.9 µm) than CM measurements (9.6±4.6 µm).

Conclusion & Significance: The CM technique could not be recommended to measure MDN crystals dimensions because of the staining dye artefacts. SEM measurements were considered more accurate as they reflect the actual thickness of MDN crystals. The SEM technique shows a potential for the identification of MDN in forensic science.
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